Human scene recognition is a rapid multistep process evolving over time from single 25 scene image to spatial layout processing. We used multivariate pattern analyses on 26 magnetoencephalography (MEG) data to unravel the time course of this cortical process. 27
INTRODUCTION
Participants viewed a series of scene images while MEG data was recorded ( Figure 1B) . 114
Images subtended 8° of visual angle in both width and height and were presented 115 centrally on a gray screen (42.5% luminance) for 0.5s in random order with an inter-116 stimulus interval (ISI) of 1-1.2s, overlaid with a central red fixation cross. Every 4 trials 117 on average (range 3-5 trials, equally probable) a target image depicting concentric circles 118 was presented prompting participants to press a button and blink their eyes in response. 119 ISI between the concentric-circles and the next trial was 2s to allow time for eye blinks. 120
Target image trials were not included in analysis. Each participant completed 15 runs of 121 312s each. Every image was presented four times in a run, resulting in 60 trials per image 122 per participant in total. 123
MEG recording 124
We recorded continuous MEG signals from 306 channels (Elektra Neuromag TRIUX, 125 Elekta, Stockholm) at a sampling rate of 1000Hz. Raw data was band-pass filtered 126 between 0.03 and 330Hz, and pre-processed using spatiotemporal filters (maxfilter 127 software, Elekta, Stockholm). We used Brainstorm (Tadel et al., 2011) to extract peri-128 stimulus MEG signals from -100 to +900ms with respect to stimulus onset, and then 129 7 parameter C=1. For each time point t, the processed MEG sensor measurements were 137 concatenated to 306-dimensional pattern vectors, resulting in M=60 raw pattern vectors 138 per condition ( Figure 1B ). To reduce computational load and improve signal-to-noise 139 ratio, we sub-averaged the M vectors in groups of k = 5 with random assignment, thus 140 obtaining M/k averaged pattern vectors. We then measured the performance of the SVM 141 classifier to discriminate between every pair (i,j) of conditions using a leave-one-out 142 approach: M/k -1 vectors were randomly assigned to the training test, and 1 vector to the 143 testing set to evaluate the classifier decoding accuracy. The above procedure was 144 repeated 100 times, each with random assignment of the M raw pattern vectors to M/k 145 averaged pattern vectors, and the average decoding accuracy was assigned to the (i,j) 146 element of a 48 x 48 decoding matrix indexed by condition. The decoding matrix is 147 symmetric with an undefined diagonal. We obtained one decoding matrix 148 (representational dissimilarity matrix or RDM) for each time point t. 149
150 Representational clustering analysis for size: Interpreting decoding accuracy as a 151 measure of dissimilarity between patterns, and thus as a distance measure in 152 representational space (Kriegeskorte and Kievit, 2013; Cichy et al., 2014) , we partitioned 153 the RDM decoding matrix into within-and between-level segments for the factor scene 154 size (Figure 2A ). The average of between-size minus within-size matrix elements 155 produced representational distances (percent decoding accuracy difference) indicative of 156 clustering of visual representations by scene size.
Cross-classification:
To assess whether scene size representations were robust to changes 159 of other factors, we used SVM cross-classification assigning different levels of 160 experimental factors to the training and testing set. For example, Figure 2C shows the 161 cross-classification of scene size (small vs. large) across clutter, implemented by limiting 162 the training set to high clutter scenes and the testing set to low clutter scenes. The 163 procedure was repeated with reverse assignment (low clutter for training set and high 164 clutter for testing set) and decoding results were averaged. The training set was 12 times 165 larger (M = 720 raw pattern vectors) than for single-image decoding, as we pooled trials 166 across single images that had the same level of clutter and size. We averaged pattern 167 vectors by sub-averaging groups of k = 60 raw pattern vectors before the leave-one-out 168 SVM classification. Cross-classification analysis was performed for the cross-169 classification of the factors scene size ( Figure 2D 
Low and high-level computational models of image statistics 172
We assessed whether computational models of object and scene recognition predicted 173 scene size from our image material. For this we compared four models: two deep 174 convolutional neural networks that were either trained to perform (1) scene or (2) object 175 classification; (3) the GIST descriptor (Oliva and Torralba, 2001), i.e. a model 176 summarizing the distribution of orientation and spatial frequency in an image that has 177 been shown to predict scene properties, among them size; and (4) HMAX model (Serre et 178 al., 2005) , a model of object recognition most akin in structure to low-level visual areas 179 V1/V2. We computed the output of each of these models for each image as described 180 below. (Jia et al., 2014) . In detail, the networks were trained for 450,000 iterations, with 201 an initial learning rate of 0.01 and a step multiple of 0.1 every 100,000 iterations.
To visualize receptive fields (RFs) of model neurons in the deep scene network (Figure 205
3B) we used a reduction method (Zhou et al., 2015) . In short, for a particular neuron we 206 determined the K images activating the neuron most strongly. To determine the empirical 207 size of the RF, we replicated the K images many times with small random occluders at 208 different positions in the image. We then passed the occluded images into the deep scene 209 network and compared the output to the original image, constructing the discrepancy map 210 that indicates which part of the image drives the neuron. We then recentered discrepancy 211 maps and averaged, generating the final RF. To illustrate the RFs tuning we further plot 212 the image patches corresponding to the top activation regions inside the RFs ( Figure 3B We used the HMAX model as applied and described by Serre et al (Serre et al., 2005 ), a 223 model inspired by the hierarchical organization of the visual cortex. In short, HMAX 224 consists of two sets of alternating S and C layers, i.e. in total 4 layers. The S-layers 225 convolve the input with pre-defined filters, and the C layers perform a max operation. 226
Linking computational models of vision to brain data 227
We used representational dissimilarity analysis to compare the output of computational 228 models to brain data. First, we recorded the output of each model for each of the 48 229 images of the image set. Then, to compare to human brain data, we calculated the pair-230 wise dissimilarities between model outputs by 1-Spearman's rank order correlation R. 
Sign permutation tests 262
For the permutation tests, depending on the statistic of interest our null hypothesis was 263 that the MEG decoding time series were equal to 50% chance level, or that the decoding 264 accuracy difference of between-minus within-level segments of the MEG decoding 265 matrix was equal to 0, or that the correlation values were equal to 0. In all cases, under 266 the null hypothesis the sign of the observed effect in the MEG data is randomly 267 permutable, corresponding to a sign-permutation test that randomly multiplies the 268 participant-specific data with +1 or −1. We created 1,000 permutation samples, every 269 To calculate confidence intervals (95%) on cluster onset and peak latencies, we 277 bootstrapped the sample of participants 1,000 times with replacement. For each bootstrap 278 sample, we repeated the above permutation analysis yielding distributions of the cluster 279 onset and peak latency, allowing estimation of confidence intervals. In addition, for each 280 bootstrap sample, we determined the peak-to-peak latency difference for scene size 281 clustering and individual scene image classification. This yielded an empirical 282 distribution of peak-to-peak latencies. Setting P < 0.05, we rejected the null hypothesis of 283 a latency difference if the confidence interval did not include 0. To determine the timing of cortical scene processing we used a decoding approach: we 307 determined the time course with which experimental conditions (scene images) were 308 discriminated by visual representations in MEG data. For this, we extracted peri-stimulus 309 MEG time series in 1ms resolution from -100 to +900ms with respect to stimulus onset 310 for each subject. For each time point independently we classified scene images pair-wise 311 by MEG sensor patterns (support vector classification, Figure 1C ). Time-point specific 312 classification results (percentage decoding accuracy, 50% chance level) were stored in a 313 48×48 decoding accuracy matrix, indexed by image conditions in rows and columns 314 ( Figure 1C , inset). This matrix is symmetric with undefined diagonal. Repeating this 315 procedure for every time point yielded a set of decoding matrices (for a movie of 316 decoding accuracy matrices over time, averaged across subjects, see Supplementary each 48x48 matrix summarized, for a given time point, which conditions were 319 represented similarly (low decoding accuracy) or dissimilarly (high decoding accuracy). 320
The matrix was thus termed MEG representational dissimilarity matrix (RDM) ( 
Neural representations of single scene images emerged early in cortical 330
processing 331
We first investigated the temporal dynamics of image-specific individual scene 332 information in the brain. To determine the time course with which individual scene 333 images were discriminated by visual representations in MEG data, we averaged the 334 elements of each RDM matrix representing pairwise comparisons with matched 335 experimental factors (luminance, contrast, clutter level and scene size) ( Figure 1C ). We 336 found that the time course rose sharply after image onset, reaching significance at 50ms 337 (45-52ms) and a peak at 97ms (94-102ms). This indicates that single scene images were 338 
Neural representations of scene size emerged later in time and were robust to 358 changes in viewing conditions and other scene properties 359
When is the spatial layout property scene size processed by the brain? To investigate, we 360 partitioned the decoding accuracy matrix into two subdivisions: images of different 361 (between subdivision light gray, +) and similar size level (within subdivision, dark gray, 362 -). The difference of mean between-size minus within-size decoding accuracy is a 363 measure of clustering of visual representations by size (Figure) . Peaks in this measure 364 indicate time points at which MEG sensor patterns cluster maximally by scene size, 365 suggesting underlying neural visual representations allowing for explicit, linear readout 366 (DiCarlo and Cox, 2007) of scene size by the brain. Scene size ( Figure 2B ) was 367 discriminated first at 141ms (118 -156ms) and peaked at 249ms (150 -274ms), which 368 was significantly later than the peak in single image classification (P = 0.001, bootstrap 369 test of peak-latency differences). 370 Table 1A ). Importantly, 390
representations of low-level image property contrast emerged significantly earlier than 391 scene size (P = 0.004) and clutter (P = 0.006, bootstrap test of peak-latency differences). 392
For the factor luminance, only a weak effect and thus no significant onset response was 393 observed, suggesting a pre-cortical luminance normalization mechanism. 394 395 To be of use in the real world, visual representations of scene size must be robust against 396 changes of other scene properties, such as clutter level (i.e. space filled by different types 397 and amounts of objects) and semantic category (i.e. the label by which we name it), and 398 changes in viewing conditions, such as luminance and contrast. We investigated the 399 robustness of scene size representations to all these factors using cross-classification 400 ( Figure 2C ; for 95% confidence intervals on curves see Supplementary Figure 2 ). For this 401 we determined how well a classifier trained to distinguish scenes at one clutter level 402 could distinguish scenes at the other level, while collapsing data across single image 403 conditions of same level in size and clutter. We found that scene size was robust to 404 changes in scene clutter, luminance and contrast ( Figure 2D ; onsets and peaks in Table  405 1B). Note that by experimental design, the scene category always differed across size 406 level, such that cross-classification also established that scene size was discriminated by 407 visual representations independent of the scene category. Figure 3D ). To compare against other models, we performed equivalent 466 analyses to a deep neural network trained on object-categorization (termed deep object 467 network) and standard models of object (HMAX) and scene-recognition (GIST) (Oliva 468 and Torralba, 2001; Serre et al., 2007) . 469 470 We found that the deep object and scene network performed similarly at predicting visual 471 representations over time ( Figure 3D , for details see Table 2A ; for layer-resolved results 472 see Supplementary Figure 5 ), and better than the HMAX and GIST models (for direct 473 quantitative comparison see Supplementary Figure 6 ). 474
In sum, our results show that brain representations of single scene images were best 476 predicted by deep neural network models trained on real-world categorization tasks, 477 demonstrating the ability of the models to capture the complexity of scene recognition, 478
and their semblance to the human brain representations. 
505
We quantified this descriptive finding by computing the similarity of model RDMs with 506 an explicit size model (an RDM with entries 0 for images of similar size, 1 for images of 507 dissimilar size; Figure 4E inset). We found a significant effect of size in all models (P < 508 0.05, FDR-corrected, stars above bars indicate significance). The size effect was larger in 509 the deep neural networks than in GIST and HMAX, it was more pronounced in the high 510 layers, and the deep scene network displayed a significantly stronger effect of scene size 511 than the deep object network in layers 6-8 (stars between bars; for all pair-wise layer-512 specific comparisons see Supplementary Figure 7 ). A supplementary partial correlation 513 analysis confirmed that the effect of size in the deep scene network was not explained by 514 correlation with the other experimental factors ( Supplementary Figure 8) . 515 516 Together, these results indicate the deep scene network captured scene size better than all 517 other models, and that scene size representations emerge gradually in the deep neural 518 network hierarchy. Thus representations of visual space can emerge intrinsically in neural 519 networks constrained to perform visual scene categorization without being trained to do 520 so directly. 521
Neural representations of scene size emerged in the deep scene model 522
The previous sections demonstrated that representations of scene size emerged in both 523 neural signals ( Figure 2 ) and computational models (Figure 4) . To evaluate the overlap 524 between these two representations, we combined representational similarity analysis with 525 partial correlation analysis (Clarke and Tyler, 2014) ( Figure 5A) . 526
527
We first computed the neural representations of scene size by correlating (Spearman's R) 528 the MEG RDMs with the explicit size model (black curve). We then repeated the process, 529 but only after partialling out all layer-specific RDMs of a model from the explicit size 530 model (color-coded by model) ( Figure 5B) . The reasoning is that if neural signals and 531 computational models carry the same scene size information, the scene size effect will 532 vanish in the latter case. 533 534 When partialling out the effect of the deep scene network, the scene size effect was 535 considerably reduced and was no longer statistically significant. In all other models, the 536 effect was reduced but was still statistically significant ( Figure 5B ). Further, the reduction 537 of the size effect was higher for the deep scene network than all other models ( Figure  538 5C). Equivalent analyses for scene clutter, contrast and luminance indicated that the deep 539 scene and object networks abolished all effects, while other models did not 540 ( Supplementary Figure 9) . 
DISCUSSION 558
We characterized the emerging representation of scenes in the human brain using 559 multivariate pattern classification methods (Carlson et al., 2013; Cichy et al., 2014) The magnitude of the scene size effect, although consistent across subjects and 603 statistically robust to multiple comparison correction, is small with a maximum of ~1%. 604
Note however that the size effect, in contrast to single image decoding (peak decodability 605 at ~79%), is not a measure of how well single images differing in size can be 606 discriminated, but a difference measure of how much better images of different size can 607 be discriminated rather than images of the same size. Thus, it is a measure of information 608 about scene size over-and-above information distinguishing between any two single 609 scenes. The magnitude of the size effect is comparable to effects reported for abstract 610 visual properties such as animacy (1.9 and 1.1% respectively, Cichy et al., 2014) . The second novel finding is that a deep neural network trained specifically on scene 660 categorization had superior representation of scene size compared to a deep neural 661 network trained on objects. Importantly, it also offered the best account of neural 662 representations of scene size in the MEG, indicating that the underlying algorithmic 663 computations matched the neuronal computations in the human brain. This indicates that 664 the constraints imposed by the task the network is trained on, i.e. object or scene 665 categorization, critically influenced the represented features. This makes plausible the 666 notion that spatial representations emerge naturally and intrinsically in neural networks 667 performing scene categorization, such as in the human brain. It further suggests that 668 separate processing streams in the brain for different visual content, such as scenes, 669 objects or faces, might be the result of differential task constraints imposed by cortex equally are necessary, to test whether layer-specific representations in deep neural 695 networks can be mapped in both time and in space onto processing stages in the human 696 brain. 697
Conclusions 698
Using a combination of multivariate pattern classification and computational models to 699 study the dynamics in neuronal representation of scenes, we identified a neural marker of 700 spatial layout processing in the human brain, and showed that a deep neural network 701 model of scene categorization explains representations of spatial layout better than other 702 models. Our results pave the way to future studies investigating the temporal dynamics of 703 spatial layout processing, and highlight deep hierarchical architectures as the best models 704 for understanding visual scene representations in the human brain. 
